Attention has been shown to modulate visual processing in a wide variety of tasks. We tested the influence of attention on the temporal integration of motion for both central and peripherally viewed targets (6°· 6°). Consistent with previous results, motion sensitivity for a brief motion signal (70-3500 ms) embedded in noise (10 s) increased as a function of motion duration up to a critical duration of about 1.5 s. Summation times for centrally and peripherally viewed targets were similar. An effect of eccentricity was found, however, in a double-motion task, in which two brief (150 ms) motion signals were presented with varying delays (0-7 s) of random noise between the two signals. Specifically, the maximum delay between the two signals that still supported temporal summation (summation constant) was about three times longer for centrally viewed targets (3.5-4.5 s versus 1.5-2 s). We investigated the role of spatial attention in the double-motion task by adding a concurrent color contrast discrimination task. The addition of the concurrent task dramatically reduced differences in the summation constant for central and peripheral targets, without reducing overall motion sensitivity. Thus, attention appears to specifically modulate temporal summation, suggesting that the long integration times found for motion coherence are mediated by attention.
Introduction
One of the problems faced by the visual system is to perceive accurately the motion of the objects that are most important for the current task. The brain accomplishes this difficult task by integrating motion signals over space and time. Specifically, high-level motion processing areas (Graziano, Andersen, & Snowden, 1994; Morrone, Burr, & Vaina, 1995; Morrone et al., 2000; Tanaka & Saito, 1989) pool and integrate local motion signals to improve sensitivity (Watamaniuk & Sekuler, 1992) .
In the case of temporal integration, the summation over time can increase sensitivity and allow even a relatively weak signal in noise to become detectable. The duration of temporal integration for motion varies from about 100 ms for simple contrast summation (Burr, 1981) up to several seconds for coherence thresholds (minimum signal/noise ratio necessary for motion perception) with complex stimuli (Burr & Santoro, 2001 ).
For biological motion, this integration time can be surprisingly long, taking up to 8 s or more (Neri, Morrone, & Burr, 1998) .
One aim of the current study is to measure the effect of target eccentricity on temporal integration. Previous studies have used relatively large, centrally viewed stimuli. The relatively long integration times reported in these tasks, however, might not extend to targets that are not at the center of fixation. Differences in motion processing between center and periphery have been shown for perception of transparent motion (De Bruyn, 1997) and second-order motion (Zanker, 1997) . Similarly, influences of the size of the motion target (Fredericksen, Verstraten, & van de Grind, 1994a; Morrone et al., 1995) also suggest that motion integration may differ for central and eccentric stimuli.
Visual attention is another factor that might influence the duration of motion integration. Visual attention has been shown to modulate processing of various sensory properties, including motion. Attentional effects have been shown, for example, with motion extrapolation (Kerzel, 2003; Verghese & McKee, 2002) , speed discrimination (Saenz, Buracas, & Boynton, 2002) , motion contrast (Raymond, 2000) and the motion aftereffect (Alais & Blake, 1999; Chaudhuri, 1990; Vidnyanszky, Blaser, & Papathomas, 2002) . Moreover, attention is involved in the perception of ''third-order'' motion, in which attentional tracking generates coherent motion where none is present (Cavanagh, 1992; Lu & Sperling, 1995) .
While the influence of attentional allocation on motion integration has not been directly measured, Burr and Santoro (2001) found that observers were unable to ignore noise added to the beginning and end of a motion signal, even when they knew that the motion would be in the middle. This finding suggests a temporal limit in the ability of attention to exclude noise. The role of spatial attention among multiple targets or distractors, however, remains unexplored.
In the present study, we investigated the influences of retinal eccentricity and spatial attention on the duration of temporal integration under two separate conditions. The results show little effect of eccentricity on motion sensitivity or temporal integration. An eccentricity effect was found, however, for temporal summation of two separate motion signals separated by a delay. In a previous study on the influence of saccades on temporal integration, we had noted differences in integration time for center and periphery in the double-motion task (Melcher & Morrone, 2003) , which had motivated the present study. To examine the possible role of sustained attention in the difference in integration times, a secondary color contrast detection task was introduced. This secondary task reduced the duration of temporal summation, making summation constants similar for central and peripheral views. Motion sensitivity for a single motion signal, however, was not influenced by the second task. Thus, sustained attention can modulate temporal summation of two signals without affecting overall sensitivity.
Methods

Subjects
Three of the authors were subjects, although one (AB) was na€ ıve with regard to the attentional effect. AB is a red-green dichromat.
Stimulus
Stimuli were generated with MATLAB and VSG Framestore (Cambridge Research Systems) and displayed on a Barco Calibrator monitor. The monitor subtended 38°· 28.5°when viewed from 60 cm (mean luminance of 28 cd/m 2 ). The stimulus region was filled with dark (decrement to background) and light (increment) dots, re-plotted in random positions at 63 Hz to give the impression of random motion (mean luminance of 28 cd/m 2 ). The stimulus was present for 10 s. During periods of motion presentation, a subset of the stimulus dots were caused to move coherently either to the right or left at 10°/s for 70-3500 ms, followed by incoherent random motion. To balance the local space-time energy between coherent and random movement, each motion dot had a limited lifetime of two frames. Specifically, on each frame of motion, a subset of previously presented noise dots were randomly chosen to be re-plotted to the right or left of their previous position, depending on motion direction. All other noise dots were discarded after a single frame, and no motion dots were eligible to be re-plotted in a third frame. Thus, the maximum percentage of moving dots was 50%.
Two different motion tasks were used in this experiment, with the tasks differing in the number of coherent motion periods (1 or 2) that were embedded in the random noise. In Experiment 1, a single motion signal was presented in the middle of 4 s random noise for a duration of 70-3500 ms. This stimulus was a circle of diameter 3.5°and presented either in the center of fixation or in the periphery at 6°eccentricity. In separate blocks of trials, the motion was presented in an annulus 4°-6°or 8°-12°in the periphery. Dot density was held constant for each stimulus, resulting in 58 dots for the centrally viewed circle and 72 dots for the annulus. The total duration of the trial was 8 s and the delay between the two coherent motion signals was varied from 0 to 7 s.
In the double-motion experiments (results sections 3.2 and 3.3), each of the two motion signals was kept constant at 150 ms. In these experiments, the 58 dark and light dots were in a circular aperture, viewed either centrally at the fixation point (central view) or with the center of the circle placed 6°from the fixation point (peripheral view). In the third experiment, the display also contained a 1°radius green disk equiluminant with the background (CIE x ¼ 0:28, y ¼ 0:605). This disk was placed 6°below the center of the motion stimulus (3.5°circle). Fixation was maintained either on the fixation point (for centrally viewed targets), or on the green disk (for peripherally viewed targets). At various points during the trial, the disk could turn to an equiluminant red (CIE x ¼ 0:618, y ¼ 0:35), or could flicker for a single frame by returning to background gray. The addition of the single gray frames made the color task more difficult. Performance on the color task ranged from about 70% to 90% across subjects and trial block. The number of red/green color changes per trial ranged from 0 to 7. Given that AB is a red-green dichromat, equiluminance values for green and blue were determined for this observer by a standard minimum flicker test and blue was used instead of red for the color discrimination task.
The dual-task experiment was also repeated with the single-motion stimulus to test for attentional effects on the duration of motion integration for a single motion embedded in noise. In this experiment, the 6°diameter circle was used for both central and peripheral views, as in the double-motion task.
Procedure
Fixation on a central point was maintained throughout the trial. Each trial was initiated with a button press, after which the motion stimulus was presented. After each trial, the subject indicated the direction of perceived motion by pressing either the left or right button. The proportion of dots that moved during the motion period (signal/(signal + noise)) for each trial was determined using the QUEST procedure (Watson & Pelli, 1983) . A minimum of four QUESTs, each 40 trials, was run for each data point.
For the single motion signal trials (Experiment 1), each separate duration (from 70 to 3500 ms) was tested in separate blocks of 40 trials. For the double-motion task in Experiments 2 and 3, the delay between the two motion signals was varied from 0 to 7 s in separate blocks. Separate blocks of trials were run in which only a single 150 ms motion signal was presented in order to measure performance without motion summation of the two signals.
In the third experiment, subjects also reported the number of color changes to the green disk, without counting the times that the green disk became background gray. The task was to indicate whether the number of changes was odd (left button) or even (right button). This dual-task condition was run with both single and double-motion stimuli.
Results
Temporal integration for a single motion signal of varying duration
Performance with central targets is shown in Fig. 1 (black squares). Coherence sensitivity increased as a function of signal duration, before leveling off at the critical duration (summation constant). The data in Fig.  1 were fitted using a function with discontinuous slope that first increases linearly and then reaches a plateau. The only two free parameters are the overall sensitivity and the time where the slope changes that provide an estimate of the temporal summation constant. The initial increase in sensitivity is well fitted with a line of slope equal to unity in agreement with Bloch's law of temporal integration (Burr & Santoro, 2001; Regan & Tyler, 1971) and consistent with an ideal integrator that linearly combines signals over time (Barlow & Tripathy, 1997; Burr & Santoro, 2001; Fredericksen, Verstraten, & van de Grind, 1994b; Neri et al., 1998) . We found no evidence for probability summation for these stimuli embedded in noise, in agreement with previous results (Burr & Santoro, 2001 ). Probability summation would predict a slope between 0.25 and 0.5 (depending on the steepness of the probability of seeing function), since performance should improve continually with added signal. However, beyond the critical constant, the data are well fitted by a flat slope. The summation constants for each subject, indicated by the arrows in figure, were around 1 s, in agreement with previous studies (Burr & Santoro, 2001) .
Similar performance was found for peripheral annulus targets (Fig. 2, filled squares) . Again, sensitivity increased as a function of signal duration up to the summation constant, with values of about 1.5-2 s. Motion summation constants were similar for central and peripheral views across all subjects. Motion sensitivity was lower for central views, presumably because the total area containing the stimulus was smaller.
Temporal integration was also measured for 8°p eripheral targets for one subject in order to generalize the findings to more eccentric stimuli (Fig. 3) . The duration of temporal integration for the more peripheral targets (about 1.5 s) was similar to that measured for the other central and peripheral stimuli. Fig. 4 (open squares) shows motion sensitivity for central (B) and peripheral (A) targets as a function of the delay between the two motion signals, without the concurrent task. For brief delays, performance was identical to when the two 150 ms signals were shown consecutively. As the delay was lengthened beyond the critical summation constant, sensitivity decreased. At long delays, sensitivity for the two coherent motions was equivalent to trials in which only a single coherence motion signal had been presented (Fig. 4, dotted lines) . Thus, there was no probability summation of the two signals, despite the opportunity to see the motion signal twice. The decrease in sensitivity as a function of delay occurs earlier for peripheral targets than for central target: for all subjects motion signals separated by 2 s are fully integrated in central vision, but perceived independently in peripheral vision. Signal duration (ms) Fig. 3 . Motion coherence sensitivity as a function of signal duration for the 8°-12°diameter annulus for subject AB. The arrow indicates the critical duration, which is similar for that found for central ( Fig. 1 ) and 4°-6°peripheral stimulus (Fig. 2) for this subject. All other details are as in Fig. 1 . iameter targets. Open squares (dotted sigmoidal curves) show performance without a concurrent task, while solid triangles (solid sigmoidal curves) show sensitivity measured during a concurrent color contrast detection task. Horizontal lines show performance for a single 150 ms signal under single (dotted) or dual (solid) task conditions. Note that sensitivity decreases as a function of temporal separation of the two signals at shorter delays in the dual-task condition.
Temporal summation of the dual-motion stimulus with varying delays
The critical summation constant was measured at the half height (3 db of attenuation from full summation) of the sigmoidal curve that best fit the data (Fig. 4, dashed  curves) . The critical summation constant was about 3.5-4.5 s for centrally viewed targets, but only 1.2-1.8 s for targets viewed in the periphery (Fig. 6) . Thus, motion summation was longer for central viewing by a factor of about three. It is interesting to note that the summation constant for centrally viewed targets in the double-motion task is significantly longer than the critical duration of temporal integration for central targets found with a single coherent motion period (Fig. 6) .
The influence of the concurrent task
Dividing attention reduced the allowable delay between the two motion signals that supports full temporal summation (Fig. 4 , filled triangles). For both central and peripheral targets, full summation of the two motion periods was no longer found even for the briefest delays tested (500 ms). Sensitivity dropped quickly to the same level as with a single 150 ms coherent motion signal (Fig.  4, solid line) as the delay between the two signals increased. Summation constants were similar for central and peripheral views. Values ranged from about 500 to 1100 ms for central and from 400 to 600 ms for peripherally viewed stimuli (Fig. 6) .
The concurrent task did not, however, affect motion sensitivity per se: performance to a single motion signal of 150 ms duration or to two motion signal without a delay (300 ms duration) were nearly identical to that found without the concurrent task. Instead, the main effect of dividing attention was to reduce the extent to which the delay between the two motion signals could be extended without harming performance. Interestingly, the concurrent task also had no influence on the duration of motion integration for a single signal embedded in noise. Fig. 5 shows motion sensitivity for central and peripheral targets with single task (triangles) and with the concurrent task (squares). Thus, the diversion of focused and sustained attention from the moving dots did not influence motion sensitivity or integration for a single sustained motion signal.
The peripheral trials shown in Fig. 5 were run with the circle stimulus, rather than the annulus used in the previous experiment (Fig. 2) . With the peripheral circle, the total duration of temporal integration was reduced in comparison to that found with the annulus. This difference may have resulted from smaller overall stimulus area, or because there is a stronger attentional control when the subject has to expand the window of central attention than to shift it to a location in the periphery. For the two subjects tested, the critical summation constant with the central circle fell between the values for the peripheral annulus and the peripheral circle (Fig. 6) . Fig. 6 shows a summary of the estimated temporal constant for all three conditions for the three subjects. For centrally viewed targets, the maximal temporal separation between the two signals in the dual-motion task (hatched bars) was significantly larger than the estimated temporal duration of integration for a single motion embedded in noise (dark bars). The addition of the concurrent color task resulted in similar time constants for the single and ''unattentive'' dual-motion (gray bars) conditions. Similar results held for the peripheral view. As for the center, temporal separation constants in the dual-motion condition (hatched bars) were reduced with peripheral targets by the addition of the concurrent task (gray bars), with values similar to those in the single motion condition with the 6°diameter circle. However a more extended annulus stimulus increased the integration constant even in the single motion task.
Comparison of temporal constants
Discussion
Despite the finding that temporal summation constants were similar for centrally and peripherally viewed targets, performance in the dual-motion task differed greatly as a function of eccentricity. The addition of a concurrent task created an effect analogous to that of the change in eccentricity, suggesting that sustained spatial attention was the limiting factor in temporal summation of two motion signals across delay for both central and peripheral targets. The concurrent task had little influence, however, on the duration of temporal integration for a single motion signal embedded in noise.
The temporal integration of attention
Dividing attention reduces the duration of the delay that supports temporal summation of motion, without changing overall motion sensitivity. Thus, sustained visual attention to the motion stimulus seems to have a single main effect: lengthening the duration of the delay that supports temporal summation of the two motion signals. The dramatic influence of the concurrent task on performance suggests that the relatively elongated shape of the curve for central targets (Fig. 4B, squares) reflects a diminishing ability to actively maintain the trace of the first motion signal.
Attention may be particularly important in the double-motion task because the brain must maintain the ''memory'' trace of the first motion for several seconds without significant loss of information. In a sense, sustained attention supports a ''leak-free'' integrator. The double-motion task blurs the line between visual processing, visual priming and visual memory. Perhaps the attentional effect found here could be considered a sort of ''working'' perceptual memory, since it involves the active maintenance of information by attention for later use. Interestingly, motion processing areas MT/MST have also been shown to be involved in memory for motion ), suggesting common mechanisms in motion integration and motion memory. The role of attention in active maintenance of visual information found here also suggests the possible involvement of frontal areas (McCarthy et al., 1994) .
On the other hand, the double-motion stimulus does not involve memory in the traditional sense, but rather integration of two sub-threshold motion signals. Nonetheless, the trace of the first motion signal influenced sensitivity up to 3 s later. Previous studies of perceptual memory have typically measured supra-threshold stimuli. Such studies have found accurate memory for spatial frequency, orientation, motion direction, and other basic visual attributes for time periods of 8 s and more (for review, see Magnussen, 2000) , far beyond the summation constant found here. Understanding the role of perceptual memory in this task is further complicated by the fact that sub-threshold motion signals typically evoke a weak response in monkey MT and VIP neurons (Cook & Maunsell, 2002) and human MT+ (Shulman, Ollinger, Linenweber, Petersen, & Corbetta, 2001) , raising the question of how these areas might support temporal summation over a period of several seconds.
Interestingly, dividing attention with a second task changed the integration constant for central view and decreased the difference with the periphery. This similarity suggests that the difference found in temporal summation times for central and peripheral vision in the double-motion task reflect differences in attention, rather than eccentricity differences in motion processing. Thus, the sustained attention required to maintain central fixation over an extended trial might influence performance independently of any processing differences in eccentric vision. The similarity between the influence of eccentricity and divided attention found here raises the possibility that some previously reported eccentricity effects may have resulted from dividing attention between the main task and an unsuspected secondary task: maintaining fixation in the center rather than looking at the target.
Stages of integration: a role for attention?
The addition of a concurrent task did not lower the magnitude of temporal motion integration when no delay was present. With or without the second task, sensitivity was doubled for the signal that was twice as long, and temporal integration durations in the singlemotion task were not influenced by the concurrent task. The lack of an attentional effect on the magnitude of temporal summation is consistent with Burr and Santoro (2001) , who reported that observers were largely unable to ignore additional noise added to the ends of a motion signal, even when they knew that the motion signal would always be presented in the middle. The addition of further noise in that study increased thresholds despite, presumably, attempts by observer to ignore the additional noise.
It is possible, however, that a different concurrent task, in particular a second motion task, might hinder motion sensitivity. Morrone, Denti, and Spinelli (2002) reported that either two luminance contrast tasks or two isoluminant color contrast tasks interfered with each other, while performing a luminance and a color contrast concurrently did not. The addition of a second motion task here, rather than color contrast, might have yielded interference and increased thresholds.
A role for attention in motion coherence sensitivity is suggested by the surprisingly long duration of integration found here, a magnitude of order greater than that found for contrast sensitivity, speed discrimination (McKee & Welch, 1985; Snowden & Braddick, 1991) , or other types of temporal integration. The present results point to two different mechanisms for temporal summation of motion signals. The first integration stage is reflected by the summation constants found in the condition of relatively ''unattentive'' processing found for dual-task performance with peripheral targets. The duration of this early stage appears to be between 300 ms (the duration of the stimulus at delay of 0) and 800 ms (delay of 500 ms). This value is in agreement with the shorter temporal integration durations of 200-300 ms found in tasks such as contrast sensitivity (Burr & Santoro, 2001) . Summation constants on this order are consistent with temporal properties of V1 (Duysens, Orban, Cremieux, & Maes, 1985; Tolhurst & Movshon, 1975) , which may mediate this early level of motion integration.
It has been suggested that long integration times reflect a second, higher-level stage of processing, such as MT+ or VIP (Duffy & Wurtz, 1997; Gabel, Misslisch, Schaafsma, & Duysens, 2002) , that pools responses from lower level detectors, such as those in V1 (Morrone et al., 1995; Watamaniuk & Sekuler, 1992) . The integration at a later stage may be mediated by attention. The influence of attention suggests a similarity with attention-based (Cavanagh, 1992) , or third-order (Lu & Sperling, 1995) , motion. Previous studies have shown that attention-based motion is influenced by the addition of a difficult concurrent task (Cavanagh, 1992; Lu & Sperling, 1995) , consistent with the dual-task effect found here. The motion stimuli used in the current study, however, were much faster and more briefly presented than those typically used in attention-based motion. Further study is required to determine whether coherence sensitivity thresholds involve similar mechanisms as attention-based motion.
Temporal integration at the second stage of motion processing is thought to increase the signal to noise ratio. However, in practice, the utility of such long integration times in naturalistic viewing conditions is not clear. In the case of optic flow, for example, it is important to notice changes in direction, not to indiscriminately pool all motion together over time (Burr & Santoro, 2001) . A similar issue is raised by the finding that temporal summation continues across saccadic eye movements (Melcher & Morrone, 2003) . Specifically, the two brief motion signals in the double-motion task are temporally summated across the saccade as long as the motions fall in either the same spatial or retinal location. While this might be useful, in principle, it could also lead to problems if motion was incorrectly pooled across separate objects. An eye movement from one moving car to another, for example, might make it difficult to correctly perceive the exact heading of the second car if the motion from the two cars were combined. Here we demonstrate that attention modulates whether or not two separate motion signals are summated. Just as full summation across delays occurred only when the observer maintained focused attention on a single target, object-based attention might ensure that trans-saccadic integration of motion occurs only for the same object.
